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BEIJING: Japan is “playing with fire” with
plans to step up activity in the contested
South China Sea through joint training
patrols with the United States, China’s
Defense Ministry said yesterday, warning it
would not sit watching from the sidelines.
China claims virtually the entire South
China Sea and has repeatedly denounced
what it views as interference there by the
United States and its ally, Japan. Japan is
strengthening its ties in the region, in par-

ticular with the Philippines and Vietnam,
which contest China’s claims to parts of
the sea, and it aims to help build the
capacity of coastal states in the busy
waterway, its defense minister said this
month during a visit to Washington.

Chinese Defense Ministry spokesman
Yang Yujun, asked about Japan’s plans,
said it had constantly been trying to stir
things up in the South China Sea for its
own purposes. “We must solemnly tell

Japan this is a miscalculation. If Japan
wants to have joint patrols or drills in
waters under Chinese jurisdiction this real-
ly is playing with fire,” Yang told a monthly
news briefing. 

“China’s military will not sit idly by,” he
added, without elaborating. Ties between
Asia’s two largest economies have long
been overshadowed by arguments over
their painful wartime history and a territo-
rial spat in the East China Sea, among oth-

er issues. Ships carrying about $5 trillion in
trade pass through the South China Sea
every year. 

Brunei, Malaysia and Taiwan also have
claims in the sea, which is also believed to
be rich in energy resources and fish stocks.
In July, an arbitration court in the Hague
said China’s claims to the waterway were
invalid, after a case was brought by the
Philippines. China has refused to recognize
the ruling. — Reuters

China armed forces warn Japan against South China sea patrols

BEIJING: In a city where smog routinely
blankets the streets, a Dutch artist has
offered an eccentric solution: a 7-meter
(23-foot) metal structure that takes in
smog and expels cleaner air.  Daan
Roosegaarde’s Smog Free Tower
opened yesterday on a small, grassy lot
in Beijing’s famed 798 arts district.
Comprised of 45 silver plates resembling
partially open window blinds, the tower
contains an air-purifying machine that
runs continuously with a low hum. “That
is not noise!” Roosegaarde told a visitor
standing next to the tower. “That is the
beautiful sound of clean air moving
toward you!”

There’s hardly a more scarce resource
than clean air in Beijing on a high-pollu-
tion day, particularly in wintertime when
the region’s coal-fired electrical plants
are running at full capacity. The levels of
dust and harmful particles in Beijing’s air
are among the highest in the world.
Government researchers have linked the
pollution to higher rates of lung cancer
and on particularly bad days, schools
keep children inside during playtimes
and many pedestrians don masks
designed for hospitals or construction
zones.

Roosegaarde, whose projects focus
on connecting people with nature and
energy, came up with the idea for the
tower after a visit to Beijing three years

ago during which he saw the view out-
side his window blocked by the thick
gray haze. 

“I couldn’t even see the next street,”
he said. “That image changed me.” At
his studio in the Netherlands,
Roosegaarde and a team of designers
began working on a project that would
respond to Beijing’s pollution and high-
light the benefits of fighting it, in how-
ever limited a way. They raised more
than $120,000 online to help pay for the
tower by selling metal rings with a clear
cube that includes a bit of black carbon
from smog.

The tower began running in Beijing
one week ahead of its formal unveiling.
The tower will also be shown in other
Chinese cities, including the central city
of Hebei and the southern commercial
center of Shenzhen. 

Roosegaarde wants to eventually
build more towers, perhaps with fund-
ing from the Chinese government,
which has publicly made reducing pol-
lution a priority. He also said he hopes
the tower will inspire creative thinking
and innovation among people in China
and other countries that are grappling
with heavy pollution. He’s planning to
meet with inventors of projects like a
bicycle that purifies air as it is pedaled.

“We shouldn’t wait for the govern-
ment to tell us what to do,” he said. “I

want to start a movement, a community,
which does not accept pollution any-
more. We should use the energy of cre-
ative thinking to create cities where ulti-
mately in 10-15 years, these beauties are
not necessary anymore.” 

The tower was unveiled on a relative-
ly good day by Beijing standards, with a
bright sky and a cool early fall breeze.
Standing next to dignitaries with red
roses pinned to their lapels,
Roosegaarde used a remote control to
raise part of the tower’s panels into the
air to show the machine inside. Whether
the air was actually cleaner was hard to
say. An unscientific test using a hand-
held monitoring device throughout the
day showed the air next to the tower
was slightly cleaner than further away.

The tower did draw visitors walking
through the district who stopped to
stare at it  and take pictures. Ma
Zhongqing, an information technology
worker, said she was reminded of a larg-
er version of the air purifiers many
Beijing residents keep running in their
homes during winter. Ma and others
were cautiously optimistic that it would
make a difference, albeit a small one.

“It being exhibited here makes peo-
ple feel that they need to pay attention
to this kind of thing,” Ma said. “But a lot
of problems need to be solved while it’s
being put into use.”— AP

BEIJING: At least 33 people are missing a day after landslides
swept through two east China villages, state media reported
yesterday, as rescuers combed through rubble for survivors.
Heavy wind and rains brought by Typhoon Megi triggered the
landslides around 5:30pm (0930 GMT) Wednesday, which
struck the villages of Sucun and Baofeng in eastern Zhejiang
province, the official Xinhua news agency reported.  Thirteen
people had been rescued by early yesterday and 33 remain
missing, it said.  Video footage on local media showed torrents
of water and rock pouring down a mountain towards houses in
the valley below while terrified onlookers scream.  Twenty
houses were destroyed and 17 flooded by roughly 400,000
cubic meters of debris, Xinhua cited a county official saying. 

The government has relocated almost 1,500 residents and

dispatched 1,200 rescuers to the scene with pumps and exca-
vators, but roaring floodwaters have hampered their efforts, it
said, adding that smaller landslides are “likely” to be triggered.
“Our work now is to save people, survivors above all, and at
the same time prevent further secondary disasters occurring,”
the Suichang County Armed Forces chief said on state broad-
caster CCTV. Heavy rains poured on rescue workers in Sucun
village yesterday, a day after Megi made landfall with winds of
around 120 kilometers (75 miles) an hour. 

The typhoon has dumped more than 30 centimeters
(around 12 inches) of precipitation in several areas and killed
at least one person in Fujian, who died after a flash flood tore
through his home, according to local media reports. Images
on the state broadcaster showed parked cars on the streets of
the coastal city of Xiamen submerged up to their windshields
in floodwater. The typhoon had smashed into Taiwan earlier
in the week, wreaking a trail of destruction and killing seven
as it raked across the island. — AFP

Beijing’s latest answer to 
pollution: The Smog Free Tower

‘We shouldn’t wait for the government to tell us what to do’

BEIJING: Dutch artist Daan Roosegaarde, right, walks by his Smog Free Tower on display at D-751art district in Beijing,
yesterday. — AP

33 missing after
China landslides

LISHUI, ZHEJIANG, China: This aerial photo taken yester-
day shows a view of a landslide area in the village of
Sucun in Suichang county. — AFP photos

LISHUI, ZHEJIANG, China: Chinese rescuers search for sur-
vivors at a landslide area in the village of Sucun in
Suichang county, in China’s Zhejiang province yesterday.


